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EDITORIAL

Welcome...

Dear Media Professionals
The days in the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region are
getting shorter and chillier. This year finds Lucerne
again transformed into a city of sparkling lights for
Christmas, while the snowy resorts around Lake Lucerne invite skiers to rediscover the slopes. But until
that can happen, autumn is a time for all kinds of
unique century-old local traditions and customs.
Delve into our latest news and stimulating short stories for inspiration for your next blog, article, or website copy. We can help you with your research – here
in the heart of Switzerland, too, if you like.
Sibylle Gerardi,
Head of Corporate Communications & PR

...to the heart
of Switzerland.

Lucerne
-Lake Lucerne
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FACTS AND CURIOSITIES

Sursee

Einsiedeln

Luzern

Weggis
Vitznau

Entlebuch

Schwyz
Stoos

Stans
Sarnen
Altdorf
Engelberg
Melchsee-Frutt

Andermatt

Hoch-Ybrig

The City.
The Lake.
The Mountains.

The Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region lies in the heart of
Switzerland; within it, the city of Lucerne is a cultural
stronghold. Nowhere will you find more to see and do
than here, a city nestling in a magnificent landscape
characterised by mountains and water. Here are some
facts, records and curiosities to spark your interest:

5 seasons
Carnival, where winter meets spring, is seen as the
fifth season in this tradition-conscious region in the
heart of Switzerland.

696,951 people
called the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region home at the
end of the year 2020.

3,912,377 visitors
booked accommodation in the region in 2019, just under half in the city of Lucerne. In 2020 the numbers
were down around 45 percent owing to the global
pandemic.

5 cantons
Lucerne, Schwyz, Obwalden, Nidwalden and Uri are
all located on Lake Lucerne.

- 52.5 degrees Celsius
was the temperature recorded on 7 February 1991 at
Glattalp in Canton Schwyz. A record low!

394 km2
is the size of the UNESCO Biosphere Entlebuch,
Switzerland’s first such reserve.

74 forts and castles
are a reminder of the splendour of times past.

266 mountain cableways and railways
provide access to the mountains around Lake Lucerne
– including some record holders.
Pole position
BAK Economics has identified Lucerne as the alpine
region’s most successful summer destination on many
occasions.

57 kilometres
is the length of the twin-bore Gotthard Base Tunnel,
the world’s longest railway tunnel. Completed in 2017,
its portals are in Canton Uri and the south of the Alps.
46° 48› 4» N, 8° 13› 36» E
The geographical centre point of Switzerland is on the
Älggialp in Canton Obwalden.
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TOURISM HISTORY
FROM SIMPLE FISHING VILLAGE TO POPULAR HOLIDAY DESTINATION

1815

Inauguration of the Goldener Adler
in Küssnacht am Rigi, the first hotel
to be built by Lake Lucerne.

1837

Launch of the first paddle steamer
to see service on Lake Lucerne, the
Stadt Luzern.

1856

Inauguration of Lucerne’s first railway station built of timber.

1871

The Vitznau-Rigi Railway, Europe’s
first mountain railway, commences
operations.

1910

The year that overnight stays
peaked at 192,532, an annual figure
Lucerne was destined not to experience again until the 1950s.

1916

The collapse of tourism caused by
the war led to the closure of hotels
– a pattern that repeated itself in
the 1930s and after.

1938

One of the region’s first ski lifts
goes into service in Oberiberg – the
ensuing decades witness a skiing
boom.

1959

Ceremonial inauguration of the
Swiss Museum of Transport.

1998

Inauguration of the KKL Luzern with
its overhanging roof.

2001

Following a referendum, the Entlebuch is awarded the UNESCO “Biosphere” label. Today, the valley is a
model of sustainability for other regions.

2015

The Gästival “guest festival” celebrates 200 years of hospitality in the
region, with a floating stage in the
shape of a water lily as the central
attraction.

Some milestones in 200 years of
tourism history.

Hospitality with tradition
The upper strata of European society began acquiring a taste for the Alps in the 1760s: mountaineering
and hiking soon became de rigueur in these circles.
Visitors also discovered the region around Lake Lucerne, which became popular for its scenic landscapes. Lucerne city’s first phase as a tourist destination began in 1835 with the opening of the Hotel
Schwanen, where steamships started docking not
long afterwards.
The arrival of the railways in 1852 made it possible
for the European elite to converge on Lucerne. Previously medieval in character, it began its transformation into a modern city oriented towards the lake with
the construction of spacious hotels and waterside
promenades. Visitor numbers increased steadily from
the mid-19th century. The inauguration of Europe’s
first mountain rack railway in 1871 saw tourists start
converging on the peaks around Lake Lucerne. Visitors would often stay for weeks, and famous personalities attracted to Lucerne helped cement the city’s
international reputation.
The third phase of the region’s tourism history coincided with the global economic boom at the turn of the
century. It was destined not to last: The First World
War caused tourism to collapse in 1914, and the upswing in Lucerne’s fortunes at the end of hostilities
came to another abrupt halt with the outbreak of the
Second World War. Many hotels had to close.
A spirit of optimism emerged following the difficult
war years. Lucerne positioned itself with various cultural and sporting events such as the event series
now feted as the Lucerne Festival, and the World Rowing Championships on Lake Rot. 1959 witnessed
the inauguration of the Swiss Museum of Transport
(destined to become the country’s most visited museum), with further museum openings to follow. The
1970s and 1980s saw Lucerne develop as an international holiday destination, which has resulted in
today’s broad mix of overseas visitors.
The inauguration of architect Jean Nouvel’s KKL Luzern culture and convention centre in 1998 coincided
with Lucerne increasingly positioning itself as a festival and congress city and a quality-focused tourism
destination. Thanks to its privileged location on the
lake in the immediate vicinity of the surrounding
mountains, Lucerne was promoted as “Switzerland in
a nutshell”.
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NEWS

New Rigi Bahnen rolling stock
Rigi Bahnen’s new generation of railway multiple units
was unveiled in autumn 2021. Featuring an elegant
colour scheme, the design of the rolling stock is a tribute to the world’s oldest cogwheel railcar, which
dates from 1911. Six of the new multiple units are due
to enter regular service in spring 2022.

Mandarin Oriental Palace Lucerne
The former Hotel Palace Lucerne has been undergoing extensive renovation since November 2017. The
plans include redesigning all 146 guest rooms and suites, the public areas, restaurants and bars, and the
grounds. Its reopening as part of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is scheduled for early spring 2022.

www.rigi.ch

www.swissdeluxehotels.com

Diving with the submarine
Commencing winter 2021, the Subspirit company is
offering unforgettable underwater trips in Lake Lucerne for up to three passengers at a time on board its
unique P-63 submarine. Switzerland’s only commercially licensed submarine dives to a depth of 100 metres and offers glimpses of wrecks on the lakebed.

Winteruniversiade Lucerne 2021
From December 11 to 21, 2021, the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne region will host the Winter Universiade 2021.
The program includes competitions in ten sports taking place at seven venues. Around 1600 student athletes between the ages of 17 and 25 from more than
500 universities in 58 countries are expected to take
part in the event in Switzerland.

www.subspirit.ch

www.winteruniversiade2021.ch
Campus «DAS MORGEN»
The region Weggis Vitznau Rigi is enriched by a
unique offer. In March 2022, the Campus DAS MORGEN will open in Vitznau. The Campus combines the
Neuro Campus Hotel - a purely digital hotel, three restaurants with different concepts, a unique roof-top
lounge and an open marketplace as a meeting place.
www.dasmorgen.ch

«Red Bull the Edge» at the Swiss Museum of Transport
Climbing to the top of the Matterhorn is a real adventure – and remains a dream for many of us. «Red Bull
the Edge» brings visitors to the Swiss Museum of
Transport one step closer to this dream. They can now
climb the Matterhorn virtually thanks to a visionary
concept that combines innovative VR technology with
360° film production techniques.
www.verkehrshaus.ch

Caption from left to right:
The new Rigi Bahnen railcars,
Winter Universiade,
the «Subspirit» submarine
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EVENTS AND FESTIVALS
ANNUAL HIGHLIGHTS IN SPORT, MUSIC UND CULTURE

SPORT

MUSIC

CULTURE

May
Lucerne Regatta
(World Rowing Cup III)
www.lucerneregatta.com

April
Stanser Musiktage
www.stansermusiktage.ch

January
Lilu Light Festival Lucerne
www.lichtfestivalluzern.ch

May
Festival Zaubersee
www.zaubersee.ch

February
Carnival
www.luzern.com/fasnacht

July
Blue Balls Festival
www.blueballs.ch

April
Fumetto Comic Art Festival
www.fumetto.ch

August
Heirassa Festival
www.heirassa-festival.ch

September
Entlebuch Transhumance
www.alpabfahrt.ch

August/September
Lucerne Festival
www.lucernefestival.ch

December
Nicolas Chase
www.klausjagen.ch

September/October
World Band Festival
www.worldbandfestival.ch

November - January
Christmas City
www.luzern.com/weihnachten

July
Athletics Meeting Lucerne
www.spitzenleichtathletik.ch
October
Yoga meets Weggis
www.yogameetsweggis.ch
October
SwissCityMarathon
www.swisscitymarathon.ch
December
FIS Ski Jumping World Cup
www.weltcup-engelberg.ch

Please note
Cancellations or programme
changes are possible, depending
on how the Covid-19 situation
develops; some have already occurred. Please check the official
event websites for any details.

November
Lucerne Blues Festival
www.bluesfestival.ch
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ANNIVERSARIES

2002

20 years of the Rosengart Collection Lucerne
The Rosengart Collection in the heart of Lucerne turns 20 years old in 2022. Works
by Paul Klee, Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro and Marc Chagall and Impressionists such
as Claude Monet and Camille Pissarro, to name but a few, have been attracting visitors since it first opened. The anniversary year is being marked by a varied programme of small-scale exhibitions of studies, plus concerts and readings.
www.rosengart.ch

2011

10th edition of «Live on Ice»
This year, respected light and event artist Gerry Hofstetter will bring Christmas and
winter atmosphere right into the heart of Lucerne for the tenth time. The free ice rink
on illuminated Europaplatz in front of the KKL Luzern invites to skate and enjoy the
festive atmosphere from 25 November 2021 until 2 January 2022.
www.luzern.com/liveonice

2012

10 years of CabriO aerial cableway on the Stanserhorn
The CabriO, a world first, is in celebratory mood. Ten years on, the aerial cableway
with its unique open-air double-deck cabins is still the only one of its kind and, together with the vintage funicular dating from 1893, conveys visitors from near and
far up the alt. 1 900 m Stanserhorn. A special anniversary week is planned for the
period from 26 June to 2 July 2022.
www.cabrio.ch

Caption from left to right:
Mrs. Rosengart and a portrait of
hers, painted by Picasso (1964),
the CabriO cableway,
«Live on Ice» ice rink in Lucerne.
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LIVING CUSTOMS
AUTUMN AND WINTER TRADITIONS IN THE HEART OF SWITZERLAND
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1 Entlebuch Transhumance

2

Chestenechilbi

Autumn is “Chilbi” fair time
In the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region, the autmn and
winter months are marked by local traditions and
customs. Some of these seem curious and are of
more recent origin, while others have been cultivated
in their diversity and uniqueness for hundreds of years. Anyone eager to experience the autumn traditions and customs of the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne region will often come across the term “Chilbi” or
“Kilbi”. This Swiss term for a fair or a public festival
originally goes back to the term for a church consecration. Like the traditional church festivals held in the
autumn, public festivals without a religious background can also be called “Chilbis”, such as the Sennenchilbi or Chestene-Chilbi.

4

Küssnachter
BartabhauetäKlausjagen

3

Bartabhauetä

5

Geissle Chlepfä

Transhumances | 1
Proudly wearing traditional costumes, the alp families return to the valley with their elaborately decorated cattle at the end of the summer, where they are
welcomed by the population lining the roadside. The
event is marked with a festival of folkloric music and
dance accompanied by regional specialities. The
best known such custom is the Entlebuch transhumance, which takes place in Schüpfheim at the end
of September.
Chestene-Chilbi, Greppen | 2
Until the end of the 19th century, the sweet chestnut
on the south side of the Rigi was an important source
of nutrition, but it then fell into oblivion. The old
groves were revived a few years ago, since when
they have been cultivated and their fruit marketed.
The nutritious chestnut takes centre stage at the annual “Chestene-Chilbi”, which features an exhibition,
entertainment and several dozen market stalls selling
chestnut products.
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CUSTOMS: AUTUMN & WINTER TRADITIONS IN THE HEART OF SWITZERLAND

7

5 Nicolas Chase

6

Carnival

Sennenchilbi

10
Fasnacht
8 Hirsmontag
9

Woldmanndli, Andermatt | 3
The end of October finds the Woldmanndli figures
emerging from the Gurschenwald above Andermatt
and descending into the village, where soup is served on the village square. The wild revellers with their
soot-smeared faces act as a reminder of the importance, then and now, of the forest as avalanche protection.

Carnival, Luzern | 7
During carnival, Lucerne’s Old Town is turned into
one big party venue. People celebrate, make and enjoy music, and dance. A loud explosion (the “Urknall”) at 5 am on “Schmutziger” Thursday marks the
start of the “fifth season”. All is quiet and orderly
again the following Ash Wednesday, which is forty
days before Palm Sunday.

Bartabhauetä, Engelberg | 4
Every October some 80 men in Engelberg say farewell to their facial hair during a mass shaving event at
the “Bartabhauetä”. The participant divested of the
most hair by weight is crowned Beard King and wins
a calf.

Sennenchilbi | 8
A “Sennenkilbi”, an event held in various locations in
the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region, celebrates the
role of alp dairymen and women with folkloristic music and dance. The next one is due to take place in
Küssnacht at the end of February 2022. A special attraction for young men is the 40-plus metre high
climbing tree.

Geissle-Chlepfä, Schwyz | 5
On Epiphany (6 January), winter is driven away on the
main square in Schwyz. Hundreds of “Trychler” bearing cowbells and “Chlepfler” cracking whips make a
deafening noise at the foot of the Mythen.
Nicolas Chase, Küssnacht | 6
The Küssnacht “Klausjagen” (Nicholas Chase) is considered one of Europe’s most imposing St. Nicholas’
Day customs. Usually on 5 December, St. Nicholas
and his entourage make their way through the darkened village at the foot of the Rigi in torchlight. They are
accompanied by numerous luminous lanterns in the
shape of a bishop’s mitre, musicians, and the steady
beat of over a thousand “Treichler” bell-bearers.

Hirsmontag, Flühli | 9
“Hirsmontag” is when a messenger on horseback
reads out a letter written in doggerel verse describing
humorous incidents and commenting on the events
of the past year. Afterwards, everyone sits down to a
meal featuring millet. This long-forgotten late-February carnival custom was revived in the Waldemmen
valley some 30 years ago.
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WINTER IN THE HEART OF SWITZERLAND

Winter in the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region
The unique combination of city, lake and mountains
in the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region also has its
charm in the winter months. In a compact area, one
will find urban experiences in the Christmas city of
Lucerne, lively traditions in the quaint villages and
valleys as well as varied snow sports opportunities.
Winter sports
Fun in the snow in the heart of Switzerland – what
could be more beautiful? It is where the ski resorts
show their incredible variety – and can even be
reached by boat. The more than a dozen resorts
around Lake Lucerne offer snow lovers from all over
the world countless ski and snowboard slopes,
sledge runs, cross-country skiing circuits, snowshoe
trails and footpaths.

The Christmas City of Lucerne
Lucerne during the Christmas season becomes a
contemplative city of lights. Advent and the turn of
the year find Lucerne presenting unforgettable
events and activities featuring a wealth of Christmas
and winter atmosphere: Lucerne’s Old Town sparkles
with Christmas lights, Christmas markets are a haven
of delights, and the “Live on Ice” ice rink in front of
the KKL Luzern is a magnet for all ages.
More about Christmas in the Lucerne Lake-Lucerne
Region: www.luzern.com/christmas
The following pages contain stories about out-of-theordinary Christmas illuminations and intriguing winter
events, as well as little-known insider tips for a great
day out in the snow.

More about winter sports in the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region: www.luzern.com/winter

Caption from left to right:
Lucerne's old town during advent,
snowshoeing at Arnisee lake,
cross-country skier (Melchsee-Frutt)
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THE CHRISTMAS CITY OF LUCERNE
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HIGHLIGHTS IN ADVENT

CHRISTMAS MARKETS

25 November 2021 – 2 January 2022
«Live on Ice» ice rink | 1
www.luzern.com/liveonice

17 – 23 December 2021
Christmas Tree Market | 6
www.weihnachten-luzern.ch

18 November – 30 December 2021
Winter Wonderland Lido | 2
www.lidobeachhouse.ch

Specific days in December
Lucerne Christmas & Crafts Market | 7
www.handwerksmarkt.ch

22 November 2021 – 6 January 2022
Life-size Christmas crib | 3
www.luzern.com

19 November – 22 December 2021
Winter fun at Vögeligärtli park | 8
www.wintervergnuegen-voegeligaertli.ch

25 November 2021 – 2 January 2022
Christmas lights in the city centre | 4
www.weihnachtsbeleuchtung-luzern.ch

Einzeldaten im November / Dezember
Schweizerhof Christmas Market | 9
www.schweizerhof-luzern.ch

16 – 19 December 2021
«Venite» International Christmas Forum | 5
www.venite.ch

19 November – 23 December 2021
Rudolfs Christmas Spectacle | 10
www.rudolfs.ch
2 – 21 December 2021
Lucerne Christmas Market | 11
www.weihnachtsmarktluzern.com

Please note
Cancellations or programme
changes are possible, depending
on how the Covid-19 situation
develops; some have already occurred. Please check the official
event websites for any details.
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STORIES FROM LUCERNE
WINTER WONDERLAND AROUND LAKE LUCERNE

Escholzmatt Christmas Star
The village of Escholzmatt in the UNESCO Biosphere
Entlebuch hosts a special light installation illuminating the cold winter nights between Advent Sunday
and Epiphany. Instead of conventional Christmas
lights lining the streets, it consists of a star with a
long trail floating high above the village square. The
15-metre star with its 12 000-plus points of light has
been providing a Christmas ambience for some 20
years. And it is not static; it moves around 20 metres
towards the top of the church tower in the evening
and returns towards the centre of the village in the
morning.
www.escholzmatt-marbach-tourismus.ch

Giant candle
Opened in 2011, the panoramic lift at Melchsee-Frutt
linking the skiing and hiking areas and the mountain
village is transformed into a giant candle during the
winter season. Boasting a height of 40 metres, the
flame-crowned lift is one of the largest candles in the
world – one that offers breath-taking views of the Alpine panorama and Lake Melchsee .
www.melchsee-frutt.ch

Caption from left to right:
Escholzmatt Christmas Star,,
panoramic lift at Melchsee-Frutt

Lucernes life-size Christmas crib
Every Christmas, as part of a long-standing tradition,
a beautiful nativity scene is installed on the square
“Kornmarkt” in front of Lucerne Town Hall. The lifesize wooden nativity figures are refreshed annually by
the Old Town neighbourhood association. Next to it
is the “Christ child letterbox”, in which Lucerne residents can post their handwritten wishes, needs, and
hopes.
www.luzern.com
Spectacular light art in the city of lights
Lucerne shines brighter than ever between 6 and 16
January 2022: for eleven days, the city’s attractions,
alleys, facades, and squares will be artfully illuminated by national and international artists. This third
edition of the festival will again feature a lightshow in
the Hofkirche (St. Leodegar’s) as a highlight. The
Projektil artist collective is returning to breathe life
into the church’s ceiling, walls, and other structures
with its light projections. With musical accompaniment by the resident organist Stéphane Mouttol, the
event is sure to transport audiences into another
world.
www.lichtfestivalluzern.ch
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STORIES FROM LUCERNE: WINTERWONDERLAND AROUND LAKE LUCERNE

From jetty to slope
Thanks to the unique combination of city, lake and
mountains, Lucerne offers visitors a unique alternative to accessing the region’s ski resorts. Two of
them can be easily reached by boat from the city: the
lower termini of the cable car to Klewenalp and the
Vitznau-Rigi cogwheel railway are only a stone’s throw from their respective jetties. Whether you are skiing, snowshoeing, or sledging, taking the boat is a
convenient, stress-free way to start the day in the
snow.
www.lakelucerne.ch
Speed dating on the ski lift
Dating on a ski lift? The ice-breaker speed dating
event with a twist for singles of all ages has been an
annual fixture since 2013. The Neusell resort is in Rothenthurm and the T-bar lift is one of the longest in
Switzerland, with a journey time of around seven minutes – a decent enough time to get to know the
other person better. The snowy landscape and views
of the central Swiss mountains create the right atmosphere. One couple has recently shown that it
works: their child, now two years old, is entitled to
use the Neusell installation for free – for life!
www.neusell.ch

Fun on the slopes – in a bathtub
Have you ever gone down a ski slope in a bath?
Every January, 100 teams compete in the Stöösler
bathtub race on the Stoos above Schwyz. Teams of
three career down the icy slope in the bathtubs provided; each team is allowed two goes. The fastest
team wins, but there is also a prize for the bestcostumed. This fun sporting event regularly attracts a
great deal of media interest at home and abroad and
is accompanied by a festive programme.
www.stoos-muotatal.ch
Down to one – freeriding against the clock
A very special downhill race takes place in Sörenberg
every March: the spectacular “down to one” freeride
competition. Start and finish are the lower terminus
of the aerial cableway to Canton Lucerne’s highest
mountain, the Brienzer Rothorn. A cabin can accommodate 70 competitors – the number taking part in
the first round. That is because the cabin wait time
get less and less, i.e., the time allowed for descending the 1 000 or so metres of elevation difference in
demanding terrain. Missing the next cabin up leads
to elimination. The winner is the competitor who can
keep up with the rhythm of the cable car the longest.
Experience shows that the descent must be done
more than ten times – in the end in just under four minutes.
www.down-to-one.ch

Caption from left to right:
Boat on winterly Lake Lucerne,
«down to one» freeride competition,
bathtub race on Mt. Stoos
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Skiing the Uri Haute Route
The Uri Haute Route passes through a particularly lonely stretch of backcountry in winter. The ski tour,
which is steeped in history and leads from Andermatt
to Engelberg in five stages, used to be one of the
most famous Alpine crossings. Skiers can expect
short, sharp ascents to peaks such as the Gemsstock, the Sustenhorn and the Uratstock, followed by
endless descents in powder snow. Accommodation
and warmth are available in solitary SAC refuges.
Mastering the 5 500 metres of elevation gain and loss
calls for meticulous preparation, and the services of a
mountain guide are recommended.
www.andermatt.ch

Snow-grooming? Wrong.
Deep-snow aficionados are well served on the Haldigrat. Although, or precisely because, there is no
grooming, checking or supervision, the area around
the alt. 1 940 m mountain ridge is a true paradise for
experienced off-piste skiers and ski tourers. The
story surrounding the chairlift that takes visitors up to
the heights is also of interest. The current owner, Kurt
Mathis, roused it from its slumbers almost 20 years
ago and transformed it into a unique installation featuring four groups of chairs. Far removed from the
hustle and bustle, four people at a time can board the
lift every six minutes in the valley and on the mountain.
www.haldigrat.ch

Trails as in the far north
Firs covered in deep snow, endless kilometres of
cross-country ski trails, the solitary tranquillity: this is
not Norway, but the cross-country skiing paradise of
Langis on the Glaubenberg. Located between the
Entlebuch and Lake Sarnen, cross-country skiers encounter a network of more than 40 kilometres of
trails. The skate- and classic-style trails are well
marked throughout the area. Our insider tip: the
eight-kilometre cross-country ski circuit with the Fröschenseeli lake passes through a stretch of protected high moorland to Schwendi-Kaltbad, a former
spa resort.
www.loipe-langis.ch
Caption from left to right:
Caption of the Uri Haute Route,
snowy Haldigrat,
mystic Glaubenberg area.
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The
steepest

Funicular railway | 1
The Stoosbahn railway opened in 2017 as the steepest funicular in the world – a technical and engineering marvel that turns the journey between Schlattli
near Schwyz to the car-free mountain village of Stoos
into an experience not to be missed. The Stoosbahn
boasts a maximum gradient of 47 degrees (110 percent) and negotiates 744 metres of elevation.

Rack railway | 2
Inaugurated in 1889 and boasting a gradient of up to
48 percent and a journey time of around 30 minutes,
the rack railway on the Pilatus is the world’s steepest. It climbs its way metre by metre from Alpnachstad to Pilatus Kulm, past flowering alpine meadows
and striking rock formations.
www.pilatus.ch

www.stoos-muotatal.ch

The
first

Mountain railway in Europe | 3
Travelling between Vitznau and Rigi Staffelhöhe, the
Vitznau-Rigi Railway entered service in 1871 as
Europe’s first mountain railway. Its route was extended up to Rigi Kulm two years later. The railways on
the Rigi continue to be a reliable mode of transport
up the “Queen of the Mountains”; the trip takes
around 30 minutes. Dating from founding years, the
legendary engine no. 7 has been preserved along
with other artefacts.

Rotating cable cars | 4
The world›s first aerial cableway with rotating cabins,
the Titlis Rotair is popular with summer visitors and
winter skiers alike; it has been completing the journey
between Stand and the summit of the Titlis in five minutes since 1992. The cabins make a complete rotation during the ride, offering unique panoramic views
of snow-capped mountains and glacier crevasses.

www.rigi.ch

Rotating gondola cabins | 6
The world’s first gondola aerial cableway with rotating cabins, the Stuckli Rondo travels between Sattel
and the middle of the Sattel-Hochstuckli recreation
region. The gondolas rotate fully twice during ascent
and descent, giving visitors a chance to appreciate
the wonderful pre-alpine panorama.

Aerial cableway with open-air upper deck | 5
The CabriO aerial cableway has been providing access to the summit of the Stanserhorn since 2012. Its
two double-deck cabins have open upper decks that
offer a sensation of floating under the open sky. Getting to the lower terminus is an experience in itself
thanks to the vintage funicular railway from Stans.
www.stanserhorn.ch

www.titlis.ch

www.sattel-hochstuckli.ch
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MEDIA AND RESEARCH TRIPS

Media and research trips
Are you planning to produce an article or a feature
about the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region? We can assist you with your researches as well as story and
fact finding. We work with our destination partners to
organise tailor-made media visits.

Are you unable to explore the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne
region in person? No problem. We welcome any interest in our destination and are more than happy to
help you with your home-based research.

Please contact us at least four weeks before your arrival, so that we can provide you with all the assistance you need. How we can assist you:
•
•
•

Travel in the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region
Accommodation
A travel itinerary tailored to your requirements
(excursions, visits, interviews, content, stories
etc.)
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TRAVEL ITINERARY
THIS IS WHAT AN EXCLUSIVE MEDIA JOURNEY COULD LOOK LIKE

Day 1

Arrival in Lucerne and check-in at the oldest establishment in the city of Lucerne, the Hotel Wilden
Mann. Guided tour of the 4-star establishment, which
is over 500 years old; lunch at the traditional Burgerstube restaurant.

In the afternoon, guided tour of Lucerne’s old town
quarter, taking in popular sights such as the Jesuit
Church and Chapel Bridge. To the Rosengart Collection with its works by Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee and
23 other Impressionist and Classical Modern artists.
End the evening with a concert at the KKL Luzern
and dinner at the Lucide restaurant.

Day 2

Start the day with a hearty breakfast before taking an
hour-long train ride to the snow-covered holiday village of Engelberg. Discover the scenic beauty of the
Engelberg valley courtesy of a relaxing horse-drawn
sleigh ride.

Next, take a guided tour of the 900-year-old Benedictine monastery, followed by cheese tasting at its show
dairy. Accommodation and dinner at the newly opened 5-star Hotel Kempinski Palace with its inviting 880
square metres spa – the perfect place to unwind.

Day 3

The last day is devoted to hitting the slopes, so no late
rising! Ski and snowboard enthusiasts will find countless kilometres of groomed slopes, as well as off-piste
opportunities on Mount Titlis. Snowshoe devotees can
enjoy themselves around Lake Trüb, while the sledge
run on the Brunni is a source of limitless fun for all the
family. Fancy something a little more easy-going? The
seemingly endless valley floor is ideal for a winter walk
or a cross-country skiing lesson. The stay can be extended if desired or return home in the evening.

Caption from left to right:
Winter day in Lucerne,
«Titlis Rotair» cableway,
Burgerstube restaurant

Lucerne

Engelberg

Brunni

Mt. Titlis
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FILMPRODUCTIONS & DRONE FLIGHTS
IN LUCERNE

The Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region provides wonderful locations for TV and film productions. Lucerne
Tourism and Film Commission provide their expert,
straightforward assistance in the realisation of projects.
We provide assistance in the realisation of projects,
including supervising productions in the region,
scouting production locations, coordinating shooting
permits and other forms of facilitation.
Competencies and Support
The media department of Lucerne Tourism is happy
to help with film and video productions in a touristic
context.
For large-scale film and TV productions (e.g. crime
thriller or documentary) as well as commercial assignments of all kinds, the Film Commission Lucerne
offers professional support and coordination.
Filming in the city of Lucerne
Being one of the most beautiful cities in Switzerland,
Lucerne is perfectly suited as a scenery for film and
video productions of all kinds. For a successful
filming process, a few important points must be observed:
Generally, permission must be obtained from the City
of Lucerne for filming in public spaces. Filming on
private property is only permitted with the consent of
the owner. Filming on bridges is not permitted for safety reasons.

Operation of drones
A series of rules must be observed when flying drones in Switzerland.
Without permission, it is prohibited to fly drones:
• Closer than 5 km to airfields and heliports
• More than 150 m above the ground in control zones
• Close to where emergency services are working
• Over or less than 100 m from groups of people
• Unless the pilot has direct eye contact with the
drone
• An aircraft that weighs more than 30 kg in flight
However, the Federal Office of Civil Aviation (FOCA)
or the Swiss Air Navigation Services (Skyguide) may
issue a permit for such flights under certain circumstances. Here it is essential to allow sufficient time
for preparing an application and submitting it to the
FOCA as early as possible.
The integration of the new European provisions on
drones into Swiss law has been postponed. For this
reason, Swiss law will continue to apply to drones and
model aircraft until further notice.
Footage
Lucerne Tourism provides media representatives with
free footage for media-related work. Our gallery contains a selection of high-quality visual content featuring the Lucerne-Lake Lucerne Region.
Please contact us at media@luzern.com for any other
footage you are looking for.

In the city of Lucerne and the Lucerne lake basin, the
use of a drone is not possible without a permit (see
following sections). There is a zone with restricted air
traffic above Lake Lucerne. Permits must be obtained by the drone pilot himself from the respective authority.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
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Sibylle Gerardi
Damian Süess
Cyrill Zemp
Res Marty

Head of Corporate Communications & PR
Project Manager Communications & PR
Project Manager Communications & PR
Assistant Communications & PR

Contact
Luzern Tourismus AG
Bahnhofstrasse 3
CH-6002 Luzern
www.luzern.com
media@luzern.com
Tel.+41 41 227 17 05
Mediacorner
News, press releases, text content, footage and
further information can be found on:
www.luzern.com/media
Social Media
@ilove_lucerne
@ilovelucerne
@ilovelucerne
luzerntourismus
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